
 

High-tech help connects fans to off-the-grid
Iditarod race

March 8 2019, by Rachel D'oro

  
 

  

In this on March 11, 2012 file photo, Dallas Seavey pulls in to the checkpoint in
Unalakleet, Alaska, during the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. As of Friday,
March 8, 2019, 51 mushers are traveling long stretches between remote village
checkpoints with no other company but the dogs pulling their sleds. Their
progress is monitored from several hotel rooms in Anchorage, Alaska, whose
24/7 occupants are the Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. (Marc
Lester/Anchorage Daily News via AP, File)

Far from competitors tackling the frozen wilderness in Alaska's Iditarod
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Trail Sled Dog Race, a dozen people are holed up inside an Anchorage
hotel behind banks of computers, tracking the punishing route and
connecting with global fans seeking a real-time link to the off-the-grid
sport.

As of Friday, 51 mushers are traveling long stretches between remote
village checkpoints with no other company but the dogs pulling their
sleds. But they're not competing in a vacuum on the 1,000-mile
(1,600-kilometer) trail that spans two mountain ranges and the frozen
Yukon River before it heads up the wind-scrubbed Bering Sea Coast to
the finish line in the Gold Rush town of Nome.

Their progress is monitored from several hotel rooms whose 24/7
occupants are the Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. Technology has
increasingly made the 47-year-old race more immediate to fans and safer
for competitors, said Chas St. George, acting CEO of the Iditarod Trail
Committee, the race's governing board.

"This is a really low-tech event when you look at it from that
perspective, but high-tech research has always been a huge part of the
race," he said Wednesday during a tour of the Iditarod's hotel command
post.

This is where volunteers and race contractors monitor the dog teams
through sleds equipped with GPS trackers that allow fans to follow them
online in real time and organizers to ensure no one is missing. Some
serve as aircraft dispatchers for a cadre of pilots who ferry supplies as
well as mushers and dogs that drop out.
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In this March 6, 2017, file photo, Melissa, center, and Sarah, right, Burnett, both
of Fairbanks, hoist handmade signs for passing Iditarod mushers on the Chena
River in Fairbanks, Alaska. The women are avid race fans, following the
mushers' GPS trackers obsessively and staying as up-to-date as possible with all
race news. Technology has increasingly made the 47-year-old race more
immediate to fans and safer for competitors, said Chas St. George, acting CEO
of the Iditarod Trail Committee, the race's governing board. (AP
Photo/Ellamarie Quimby, File)

Others process live video streamed from checkpoints along the rugged
trail, using satellite dishes. Some volunteers handle race-standing updates
sent through equipment first tested last year, making it possible to
activate a super-size hot spot in the most remote places with satellite
connections.

Long gone are the days where some race updates came through amateur
radio and faxes, said Reece Roberts, a supervisor in the internal
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communications room who has been a race volunteer for 14 years.

"Now we use satellite phones and we have satellite modems essentially
for data transfers," he said. "It's very slow, but it works."

In one room, Art Aldrich worked Wednesday in relative darkness, his
face illuminated by his computer screen. He monitored a live video of
two Iditarod pundits at the Nikolai checkpoint, 687 miles (1,100
kilometers) from the finish line on the race's third day. Veteran musher
Matt Failor appeared on the feed in real time.

  
 

  

This March 16, 2009 file photo shows a team driving across Norton Bay just past
the Shaktoolik, Alaska checkpoint on the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race trail.
Fifty-one mushers as of Friday, March 8, 2019, are traveling long stretches
between remote village checkpoints with no other company but the dogs pulling
their sleds. However, their progress is monitored from several hotel rooms in
Anchorage whose 24/7 occupants are the Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. (AP
Photo/Al Grillo, File)
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"Ladies and gentlemen, Matt Failor—live from Nikolai," Iditarod Insider
interviewer Greg Heister announced, asking how the race was going for
him.

"So far, so good," Failor said, grinning. "Are we really live right now?"
He waved at the camera.

Aldrich also relays questions from live video chats to camera operators
in the field. He said it's not the most sophisticated system, but it gets the
job done. "The fans love it," he said.

The live chats, which are posted in the paid subscription platform
Iditarod Insider, have attracted an online community from at least 164
countries, according to Mike Vann in the technology war-room.
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In this Tuesday, March 5, 2019 photo, Wes Price explains how he helps with
dispatching small aircraft flying to rural parts of Alaska as part of the Iditarod
Trail Sled Dog Race from a hotel room converted into a war room in Anchorage,
Alaska. The mushers' progress is monitored from several hotel rooms whose
24/7 occupants are the Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. Price and others serve
as aircraft dispatchers for a cadre of pilots who ferry supplies as well as mushers
and dogs that drop out. (AP Photo/Mark Thiessen)

"It's pretty amazing when we start interacting with them to see where
people are joining us from," he said.

This year, race organizers introduced Gia, a digital sled dog mascot with
a squeaky voice that fans can chat with through Facebook messenger.
Before the race, the cartoon dog even helped organizers recruit
donations of straw used for dog beds at the checkpoints, Iditarod
officials said.

Veteran musher Scott Janssen is sitting out the race, but like other fans,
is following the action through the GPS-rigged sleds required of every
participant. As a competitor, he sees the benefits of GPS tracking and
the satellite phones that mushers can now carry for emergencies.

Such technological additions make him feel safer—to a point.

"But to be honest, I would say conservatively that 90 percent of mushers
would prefer that we had nothing at all on our sleds," Janssen said,
adding that the technology eliminates the remote aspect of the race. "It
takes some of the toughness away from it. And that's why we're doing
that race, is to prove we can do this on our own, completely."
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In this Tuesday, March 5, 2019 photo, Iditarod spokesman Chas St. George, left,
sits in front of a large screen set up inside a hotel in Anchorage, Alaska, for
public updates in the 1,000-mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. Technology has
increasingly made the 47-year-old race more immediate to fans and safer for
competitors, said St. George, acting CEO of the Iditarod Trail Committee, the
race's governing board. (AP Photo/Rachel D'Oro)
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In this Tuesday, March 5, 2019 photo, signs are posted outside the war room, a
converted hotel room in Anchorage, Alaska, for those coordinating logistics for
the Iditarod Air Force, which includes about 30 small airplanes and a helicopter.
Several hotel rooms and work space areas have been converted into so-called war
rooms to allow race officials and volunteers to track mushers on the trail,
conduct aircraft dispatching for volunteers flying people, dogs and supplies to
checkpoints and video and Internet communications for the race. (AP
Photo/Mark Thiessen)
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In this March 11, 2009, file photo, Matt Hayashida of Willow, Alaska, drives his
team alone the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race trail near the Takotna, Alaska
checkpoint. Technology is used to track Alaska's Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race
far from the competitors tackling the off-the-grid route. Fifty-one mushers as of
Friday, March 8, 2019, are traveling long stretches between remote village
checkpoints with no other company but the dogs pulling their sleds. (AP
Photo/Al Grillo, File)
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In this Tuesday, March 5, 2019 photo, Art Aldridge of New York City explains
how he coordinates live video from checkpoints along the Iditarod Trail Sled
Dog Race in remote parts of rural Alaska back to his master control set-up, three
laptop computers set up in a darkened hotel room in Anchorage, Alaska. Far
from competitors tackling the frozen wilderness in Alaska's Iditarod Trail Sled
Dog Race, a dozen people, including Aldridge, are holed up inside an Anchorage
hotel behind banks of computers, tracking the punishing route and connecting
with global fans seeking a real-time link to the off-the-grid sport. (AP
Photo/Mark Thiessen)
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In this March 16, 2016, file photo, Mats Pettersson, of Sweden, mushes along
the frozen Bering Sea coast outside Nome, Alaska. He finished in 27th position
in the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. Technology is used to track Alaska's
Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race far from the competitors tackling the off-the-grid
route. Their progress is monitored from several hotel rooms in Anchorage whose
24/7 occupants are the Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. (AP Photo/Mark
Thiessen, File)
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In this Tuesday, March 5, 2019 photo, a collection of tags are shown that
volunteer Jennifer Dowling keeps with her inside a hotel in Anchorage, Alaska,
where she is helping to track the 1,000-mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. As of
Friday, 51 mushers are traveling long stretches between remote village
checkpoints with no other company but the dogs pulling their sleds. Their
progress is monitored from several hotel rooms whose 24/7 occupants are the
Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. (AP Photo/Rachel D'Oro)
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In this Tuesday, March 5, 2019 photo, Reece Roberts explains how he
coordinates communications from checkpoints along the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race in remote parts of rural Alaska back to a war room set up in a hotel space
in Anchorage, Alaska. Fifty-one mushers as of Friday are traveling long stretches
between remote village checkpoints with no other company but the dogs pulling
their sleds. However, their progress is monitored from several hotel rooms in
Anchorage whose 24/7 occupants are the Iditarod's electronic eyes and ears. (AP
Photo/Mark Thiessen)
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